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America’s historically designated religious sites face a unique set of legal and 
financial preservation challenges. These properties tend to be financed through 
fluctuating membership and fundraising, and can be denied public preservation 
funding if violating the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause. Beyond their 
evident architectural and historical significance, an economic impact analysis 
demonstrates the financial value of benefits these sites provide to the public. A 
historical analysis of related policy, statutory law, and judicial review reveals the 
development of neutralist Establishment Clause interpretation that allows public 
subsidized funds to be disbursed to religious institutions that are providing a secular 
charitable benefit as non-profit organizations. Two case study sites in Baltimore City 
demonstrate how public funds have been received by following best practices in 
secular use restriction and preservation management. Recommendations then propose 
legally defining, guiding, and potentially regulating the neutral disbursement of 
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Whether a devout layperson, secular humanist, or a diehard atheist, one cannot 
ignore the heritage, craftsmanship, and sheer majesty of an old stone spire, the carved 
masonry, terracotta domes, or perhaps patina copper detailing of their nearby church, 
synagogue, mosque or temple. All of these fine architectural elements may evoke 
appreciation if not a stronger emotional response, and create a distinctive sense of place 
unique to each community. These landmarks are often our neighborhoods’ historic sacred 
places and the root of my research interest. Although it seems apparent to many, the 
value of these historic sacred sites goes largely unrecognized, despite the fact that they 
often provide secular educational programming and social services within their associated 
communities. The law concerning the preservation of religious historic resources 
continues to be a controversial and evolving Constitutional issue due to the First 
Amendment’s declaration of religious liberties in the Free Exercise Clause as well as an 
interpreted separation of church and state in the Establishment Clause.  Furthermore, 
urban historic sacred sites in particular face unique financial challenges with a tendency 
towards financial dependence on fluctuating memberships.1 As conservation of 
America’s urban historic sacred places is being threatened more and more due to the 
quickly changing demographics of our country’s transient city cores, the clear public 
secular values presented by these struggling sites brings to question what can be done to 
politically and financially support their proper stewardship and preservation? 
                                                
1 Sacred Trusts Conference. 1988. Transcripts of Sacred Trusts: a conference on the management and 





An initial examination of quantitative research on the economic and social value 
of historic religious properties provides supportive evidence for their conservation. An 
abridged history of judicial review, statutory law, and policy regarding the intersection 
between preservation and the Establishment Clause is then presented to analyze the 
process of receiving public funding for these sites. Those many laws and policies 
specifically concerning Native American sacred natural sites have been omitted, so as to 
narrow the scope of this study to historic architectural conservation.  The thesis will then 
make a case for the present best practices used to meet secular requirements for receiving 
public preservation funds by presenting two case studies of historic religious sites that 
have been successful in such efforts. Finally, a neutralist approach that balances 
responsibility between legal government support and the stewardship best practices is 
recommended to allow the most effective preservation of these sacred sites and their 
heritage for future generations.
3 
Chapter 1: The Economic Value of Historic Religious Sites 
The Partners for Sacred Places (Partners) is the nationally recognized 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization concerned specifically with the preservation of historic religious 
sites. 2 Accordingly, the Partners organization has produced two important studies that 
have formulated quantifiable values for the economic impact of these cultural resources.3 
The Partners’ research publications demonstrate two different methodologies for 
measuring the economic value of historic religious sites and the associated stewardship 
organizations they provide.  
In 1998, Partners for Sacred Places published one of their most important 
economic studies, “Sacred Places at Risk,” which began establishing a methodology for 
quantifying the value of services that historic sacred places provide the public.4 With the 
collaborative partnership of the Foundation for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, 
the Historic Landmarks Foundation of Indiana, Inspired Partnerships (Chicago), the 
Mobile Historic Development Commission, the New York Landmarks Conservancy, and 
the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, the study examined and quantified the 
economic contributions of over 100 congregations in six cities with properties 
constructed prior to the 1940’s.5 They found that 93% of these congregations “open their 
doors to the larger community” by making their space available to public outreach 
2 Partners for Sacred Places, 2014. “Who We Are,” last modified 2014. http://www.sacredplaces.org/who-
we-are/, accessed February 2014. The founding of the organization is more specifically regarded within the 
“New Directions...” chapter of this paper’s history section. 
3 Diane Cohen and Robert A. Jaeger. 1998. Sacred Places at Risk: New evidence on how endangered older 
churches and synagogues serve communities. Philadelphia, PA: Partners for Sacred Places; Partners for 
Sacred Places. “Determining the halo effect of historical congregations,” last modified 2010. 
http://www.sacredplaces.org/what-we-do/research-and-public-policy/halo-effect/, accessed February 2014. 
4Cohen and Jaeger, Sacred Places at Risk, 1-4. 
5Cohen and Jaeger, Sacred Places at Risk, 2-5. 
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programs in a way that pervades religious exclusivity.6 The non-exclusive, pluralistic 
nature of extending services to the greater community and public is supported by the 
study’s findings that “among [the] people who benefit from community programs housed 
in congregational buildings, non-members out-number members of the host congregation 
by a ratio of 4.2 to 1.”7 Furthermore, the study found that 76% of all service and outreach 
offered or supported by congregations takes place solely in their older properties.  
This evidence suggests that non-profit charitable services are effectively being 
provided in a faith-blind, or secular, manner at a significant percentage of historic 
religious properties. The study measures an average annual congregational contribution 
of $140,000 to their local economies in the form of “Volunteer Time, Clergy and Other 
Staff Support, Shared Space, Cash Support, Utilities, and In-kind Support.” 8 The 
conclusion is that the majority of these historic places give about an equal amount, if not 
more, back to local communities than they receive. This groundbreaking study used 
6 Cohen and Jaeger, Sacred Places at Risk, 2-5. 
7 Cohen and Jaeger, Sacred Places at Risk, 5-9. 
8 Cohen and Jaeger, Sacred Places at Risk, 19. 
Table 1: Three pie charts depicting the economic valuation findings from Partners for Sacred 
Places publication, Sacred Places at Risk, 9. 
TABLE REDACTED
5 
conservative value estimates and was focused on measuring the most direct financial 
contributions and economic impact by these congregations. The average quantitative 
findings when multiplied by the actual number of congregations with historic buildings 
all across America are clearly significant. In fact, if these economic and social 
contributions to local economies by historic sacred places were to cease, the financial 
cost to the government would be considerable.  
Partners for Sacred Places continued their valuation studies with the 2009 
publication of, “Determining the Economic Halo Effect of Historic Congregations,” 
which studied 12 Philadelphia congregations and assessed over 50 different factors to 
show how these historic sacred sites and their members are “critical economic catalysts.”9 
The study calculated economic valuations for the three areas composed of these factors, 
which include “1) through direct spending; 2) the value of day care and K-12 educational 
programs; and 3) a range of catalyzing or leveraging economic values, such as Open 
Space, Magnet Effect, Individual Impact, Community Development and Invisible Safety 
Net.”10 Using this innovative methodology that considers both direct and indirect 
economic impacts, Partners found the 12 congregations created $52 million in annual 
economic value to the city of Philadelphia, for an average of $4.3 million per 
congregation.11  
9 Partners for Sacred Places. “Determining the halo effect of historical congregations,” last modified 2010. 




Just over half of that $52 million value comes from direct spending, just over a 
sixth comes from educational programming, and the other third comes from the more 
indirect catalytic impacts.12 The quantitative data from these studies provides proof of the 
great public value that historic sacred sites contribute to their local communities, and both 
acknowledge the immeasurable significance of these sites as architectural and cultural 
resources that provide tangible access to the heritage of our country and its inhabitants. 
Furthermore, all of Partners for Sacred Place’s publications point to the essential 
stewardship need of public-private community partnerships in order to keep historic 
sacred sites financially viable and well preserved.  
12 Ibid. 
Table 2: Pie chart depicting the economic 
valuation findings from Partners for Sacred 
Places publication, Determining the Economic 







Chapter 2: Historic Religious Property Law and Policy 
 
 
Figure 2: Historic American Buildings Survey San Francisco Chronicle Library San 
Francisco, California 1928 - Mission San Carlos Borromeo, Rio Road and Lasuen Drive, 






The Beginnings of the Establishment Clause and Historic Preservation 
of Historic Religious Sites 
 
Government support for the physical conservation of the nation’s historic 
religious resources has always been a controversial issue in Constitutional law due to the 
breadth of interpretation of the Bill of Rights’ First Amendment. The First Amendment 
codified the intent of the country’s Founding Fathers to establish religious tolerance and 
acceptance of religious pluralism without preference to any one creed as a basic precept 
of federal law. In order to focus this study on the Establishment Clause, the right to 
freedom of religious practice in the First Amendment’s Free Exercise Clause is only 
referred to as a contextual variable, and deserves further research as a distinctly different, 
although related, subject matter within historic preservation. The Establishment Clause 
reads, “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion.”13 Careful 
consideration of this language reveals that although the U.S. Supreme Court has routinely 
upheld strict enforcement of separation of church and state, the Establishment Clause 
does not explicitly call for strict separation. In fact, the specific separationist 
interpretation was not formulated until 1802, about a decade after the 1791 ratification of 
the Bill of Rights.14  This historical context reveals the relentless challenge the separation 
of church and state issue has presented the federal government since the nation’s 
formation.  
The solution of the Bill of Right’s First Amendment only defined the 
Constitutional issue in legal terms broadly defined and interpreted. Henceforth, in the 
modern era, two main political ideological groups, separationists and neutralists, have 
                                                
13 Jeremy T. Gunn and John Witte. 2012. No Establishment of Religion: America's Original Contribution to 
Religious Liberty. New York: Oxford University Press. 






formed in response to different interpretations of the Establishment Clause. 
Separationists, as the name suggests, understand the text to mean that the government 
should remain completely uninvolved with religious institutions.  Neutralists, conversely, 
interpret this text to mean that the government can assist religious institutions with 
subsidies or any other form of intervention if the purpose is to promote a secular public 
benefit that the institution provides. The country historically has held a strict separationist 
view at the federal level until the modern interpretation of neutralism was embraced in 
the second half of the twentieth century. The new ideology of neutralism acknowledges 
the valuable role of religious institutions and their properties in providing secular public 
benefits that deserve equally available support from the government. Historic religious 
institutions and their properties also often provide the additional secular public benefit of 
education. These public services have been demonstrated to be of immense social value, 
and losing them would put an unnecessary burden of social welfare demand back onto the 
government.  
The following chronology of judicial review, codified law, and policy, 
demonstrates that historic preservationists have taken on the responsibility of 
representing a more accurate neutralist interpretation of the Establishment Clause. 
Advancing the neutralist stance regarding religion has allowed publicly subsidized funds 
to be more easily available and distributed for the preservation of all of America’s 
designated historic religious resources, without preference to creed. In doing so, historic 
preservationists are following the precedent of advocating and providing for the fullest, 
most diverse and religiously pluralistic interpretation of our country’s heritage.  
10 
To begin to understand how the Establishment Clause as a Constitutional law has 
affected the preservation of designated historic religious sites, it is best to start by 
acknowledging the increasing focus of the preservation field on presenting history 
through conservation of the built environment. In the second half of the 19th century, the 
dramatic professionalization of American architectural practice in conjunction with the 
second Industrial Revolution began to draw the country’s attention to the importance of 
regulating building construction, safety, and use. Reflecting these concerns, in the 
holding one of the earliest Establishment Clause cases with a neutralist outcome, 
Bradfield v. Roberts, 175 U.S. 291 (1899), the Supreme Court permitted “federal 
appropriation for a hospital building, to be devoted exclusively to the medical care of 
those with contagious disease, at a medical facility controlled by the Roman Catholic 
Church.”15 The judgment was based on the building’s secular purpose rather than on the 
owners’ religious creed.16 The Bradfield case was early and exceptional in having a 
neutral judicial review outcome, and more than fifty years would pass before a ripe 
political climate would allow neutralism to develop its legal foundation in judicial 
review. Yet, during that first half of the 20th century, the field of historic preservation was 
formed through codified law, and developed policy for designating and preserving 
historic religious properties despite the legal conflicts. 
The earliest 19th-century preservation projects, such as the restoration of 
Philadelphia’s Independence Hall and George Washington’s Mount Vernon in Northern 
Virginia, set exceptional precedence for the practice of preservation. Yet, vernacular 
concerns surrounding building safety and material culture conservation as a public 
15 Ira C. Lupu and Robert W. Tuttle. 2002. Historic Preservation Grants to Houses of Worship: A Case 
Study in the Survival of Separationism. Boston College Law Review. 1143. 





interest equally influenced the foundation of the greater historic preservation and urban 
planning bureaucracies of the 20th century. The most notable example of such early 
vernacular preservation interest was the conservation of the colonial church tower ruins 
on Jamestown Island, Virginia by The Association for the Preservation of Virginia 
Antiquities, in 1907.17 Such private preservation efforts incentivized the ratification of 
the Organic Act of 1916, which officially formed the National Park Service (NPS) under 
the Department of the Interior.  The Act gave the new federal agency the responsibility of 
overseeing the national parks, monuments, and reservations in order to “conserve the 
scenery and the natural and historic objects and wildlife therein.”18 Under the mandate of 
the Antiquities Act of 1906, each successive president of the United States, with the 
assistance of NPS, proclaimed and designated both National Monuments and National 
Parks on federally own property, and assisted in the foundation of the state park agencies.  
Starting in the 1920’s, the growing availability of automobiles provided greater 
access to historic sites, which led to a boom in preservation activity.  The impetus to use 
the nation’s natural and cultural resources to enhance tourism was stronger than ever, and 
several preservation societies in New England, as well as citizen-led groups in cities such 
as Charleston and San Antonio, advocated for historic designation of both properties and 
districts.19 In California, fundraisers were successful in financing the restoration of 
Mission San Carlos Borromeo in 1920 (Figure 2), followed shortly by the restoration of 
                                                
17 John H. Sprinkle, 2009. "Viewpoint: ‘History Is as History Was, and Cannot Be Changed’: Origins of the 
National Register Criteria Consideration for Religious Properties." Buildings and Landscapes: Journal of 
the Vernacular Architecture Forum. 16 (2): 2-3. 
18 National Park Service. “Organic Act of 1916”, modified 5/16/2014. 
http://www.nps.gov/grba/parkmgmt/organic-act-of-1916.htm., accessed March 2014. 
19 Edna E. Kimbro., Julia G. Costello, and Tevvy Ball. 2009. The California Missions: History, Art, and 





the Serra Chapel at Mission San Juan Capistrano.20   The economic hardships of the Great 
Depression in the late 1920’s and early 1930’s made preservation activity less financially 
viable for most of the public beyond the wealthy few who could afford the expense. 
California, which had a larger concentration of wealth than other states at the time, 
established the California State Park Commission in 1927, and passed the State Park 
Bond the following year.21 Another prime example of such elitist preservation was the 
grand restoration of Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia by Reverend W.A.R. Goodwin 
and the renowned philanthropist John D. Rockefeller Jr., which began in 1928.22 
In 1933, President Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal created several national 
programs, such as the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and the Historic American 
Building Survey (HABS), to employ out-of-work professionals.23 These two programs 
immediately acted as major catalysts in professionalizing the field of historic 
preservation. By 1934, the CCC had set up a preservation project site north of Santa 
Barbara, California, around the ruins of the Spanish colonial mission of LaPurisma, 
which was built in 1787 and destroyed by earthquake in 1812.24 After much discussion 
over whether to preserve the ruin or reconstruct the historic mission, the CCC elected to 
take on the reconstruction effort to attract visitors to the site and make money for the 
newly designated LaPurisma State Historic Monument25 (Figure 3). The CCC’s 
                                                
20 Kimbro, Costello, and Ball, The California Missions, 68-69. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 National Park Service. “Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS),” last modified 3/1/2013. 
http://www.nps.gov/history/hdp/habs/, accessed March, 2014.; The National Park Service. “Civilian 
Conservation Corps and the National Park Service, 1933-1942: An Administrative History,” last modified 
4/4/2000. http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/ccc/ccc1a.htm, accessed March, 2014. 
24 Kimbro, Costello, and Ball, The California Missions, 210 
25 Kimbro, Costello, and Ball, The California Missions, 70-71 
13 
reconstruction of the LaPurisma mission took over seven years of planning, set-up, and 
construction, and was completed in 1941.26  
During the span of the LaPurisma project, the National Park Service was 
overseeing both CCC and HABS efforts nationwide to establish state parks and document 
the nation’s cultural resources, respectively. Simultaneously, NPS recognized the success 
of the various private preservation efforts around the country, and determined that the 
Antiquities Act was insufficient without the ability to provide appropriate surveying, 
documentation, and historic designation of American historic cultural resources. The 
immense strides made in historic building documentation and conservation by both the 
private sector and the government led to the ratification of the Historic Sites Act of 1935, 
which initiated the first National Historic Site designation program for both publicly and 
privately owned cultural resources. NPS immediately began determining how the 
emergent National Historic Sites program could designate historically significant 
religious sites without violating the First Amendment by favoring one group over 
another. In order to ensure that the agency did not violate the Establishment Clause, five 
nationally significant sacred sites, were proposed for designation by high-status 
individuals, and served as the basis for a “new policy to exclude properties associate 
solely with religious history.” 27  
26 Kimbro, Costello, and Ball, The California Missions, 77 
27 Sprinkle, Viewpoint: ‘History Is as History Was, and Cannot Be Changed’, 1-7. 
14 
Figure 3: The Civilian Conservation Corporation reconstruction of California’s Mission 
LaPurisma in the 1930’s. Image courtesy of the California State Parks, from Kimbro, Costello, 






The first of these sites, the Church Tower Ruins on Jamestown Island, Virginia, 
was successfully designated on December 18th, 1940. The Church Tower Ruins are 
significant as directly associated with the “first permanent English settlement” in the 
country.28 The Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities (APVA) had 
previously acquired the property in 1893, and constructed a Memorial Church that 
encompassed the foundations of the church building associated with the surviving church 
tower to conserve the ruins in 1907.29  The church site together with the York Town 
Battlefield were designated in 1930 as a Colonial National Monument, and eventually 
were purchased as a National Park in 1934 by NPS, with the exception of the historic 
religious property that remains under the ownership and stewardship of APVA (now 
Preservation Virginia).30 The designation of the Church Tower Ruins site in 1940 further 
established the best practice of forming a “cooperative agreement, which [in this case] 
spelled out the roles and responsibilities of the federal government and APVA.”31  This 
first historic religious property designation was particularly clear-cut as the entire 
Jamestown Island site was deemed to be nationally significant.  
The more culturally diverse, second National Historic Site religious property 
designation of the Church of San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo in San Antonio, Texas, 
was completed on June 1st, 1941.32  The member of Congress who introduced the Historic 
Sites Act of 1935, Maury Maverick of San Antonio, immediately nominated the Church 
                                                
28 Sprinkle, Viewpoint: ‘History Is as History Was, and Cannot Be Changed’, 3 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid; Preservation Virginia. “Historic Jamestowne: The Jamestown Memorial Church,” last modified 
2014. https://historicjamestowne.org/jamestown_church.php, accessed March, 2014. 






of San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo for designation after the bill was passed.33 The 
nomination was finally successful six years later after much deliberation between the 
Catholic Church and NPS over determining the respective organizations' shared 
restoration and stewardship responsibilities.34 Maverick’s nomination and successful 
designation of this site firmly advocated diversity in the NPS approach to history by 
pushing for the early designation of such Spanish colonial sites. The impact of 
representing all religions and ethnic backgrounds has since been ingrained into NPS 
policy, which is especially reflected by the various Theme Studies and Heritage 
Initiatives that have focused specifically on documenting the history, and designating 
cultural resources, of underrepresented groups.35  
The third and fourth National Historic Site (NHS) religious property designation 
cases of Gloria Dei in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Saint Paul’s Church in 
Eastchester, New York, were focused on establishing standards of national significance 
in terms of religious architecture. On May 17, 1942, the Gloria Dei, or Old Swedes’, was 
successfully designated as a National Historic Site with little to no controversy. 36  In this 
case, the NPS Advisory Board architectural historian, Dr. Fiske Kimball, had already 
affirmed that the architecture of Gloria Dei, or Old Swedes’, was nationally significant 
along with its associated history of early Swedish colonization in the American Mid 
Atlantic.37  The case of St. Paul’s Church was a bit more controversial as the claims of 
historic significance were attached to activity surrounding the creation of the Bill of 
                                                
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
35 National Park Service. “Your Story is America’s Story: Heritage Initiatives,” last modified 4/16/2014. 
http://www.nps.gov/heritageinitiatives/, accessed March, 2014. 






Rights, an event that occurred prior to the building’s construction. Furthermore, Dr. 
Kimball’s NPS Advisory Board recommendations concluded that Saint Paul Church 
could only be judged as nationally significant architecture if similar colonial churches 
were identified in official surveys.38 With the completion of the suggested surveying, 
along with support from the likes of Sera Delano Roosevelt and John d. Rockefeller, 
Saint Paul Church was official designated a NHS on July 5th, 1943.39 
At this point, the United States had entered into the Second World War, and 
President Roosevelt instituted a wartime moratorium on further designations of National 
Historic sites.40 Yet in 1944, an exception to this moratorium was made when the 
publisher of the New York Times, Hays Sulzberger, requested a NPS investigation into 
nominating a historic Jewish synagogue as part of the initial round of religious National 
Historic Site designations.41 Mr. Sulzberger had previously supported the designation of 
Saint Paul Church as a NHS, and with the NPS Advisory Board identification of the 
Touro Synagogue in Newport, Rhode Island, once again voiced his endorsement42 
(Figure 4). The NPS, the Advisory Board, and specifically Dr. Kimball, immediately 
recognized the national historic significance of this one-of-a-kind colonial era synagogue 
and saw to its successful designation on March 5, 1946.43 These initial five NHS 
designations began to form neutrally applicable standards of secular historic significance 
for the assessment of religious properties to prevent consideration of their faith-based 
organization, practices, and beliefs.  Due to these consciously responsive efforts by NPS 
                                                
38 Sprinkle, Viewpoint: ‘History Is as History Was, and Cannot Be Changed’, 4-7. 
39 Ibid. 








to abide by the First Amendment’s Establishment Clause, a history of preservation policy 
and law responding to the issue developed with strong foundations. 
 
Figure 4: Historic American Buildings Survey, June, 1971 VIEW OF WEST FACADE 
FROM SOUTHWEST. Touro Synagogue, Congregation Jeshuat Israel, 85 Touro Street, 






Formulation of Historic Religious Property Law and Policy for 
Preservation: Developments from 1950 to 1980 
 
The activities of the federal government in the 1950’s were less progressive in 
advancing the preservation of historic religious structures, with most efforts focused on 
using the Historic Sites Act to its fullest capacity. By the late 1950’s, the influx of 
nominations for National Historic Site (NHS) designation had inundated the National 
Park Service (NPS), and the number of stewardship agreements and ensuing 
responsibilities became intolerable for the federal agency. In response to this problem, in 
1959 the agency created the Registry of National Historic Landmarks (NHL) as part of 
the NPS MISSION 66 program.44 The Registry of NHLs allowed non-federally owned 
nationally significant historic properties to be designated without requiring any 
stewardship responsibilities by the government, eliminating the previously time-
consuming contractual agreements of NHS designations.45 Consequently, an exponential 
increase of historic designation nominations was redirected to the new NHL program.   
One of these many nominations was for Old Bohemia, including the Saint Francis 
Xavier Church, as proposed by a member of Congress for historic designation in 1962.46 
As part of this process NPS wrote a report on Old Bohemia, the site of Saint Francis 
Xavier Church and the Bohemia Academy, near Warwick, Maryland.47 The Academy 
was established on the property as early as 1745, and was supposedly attended by Charles 
Carroll of Carrollton, one of Maryland’s signers of the Declaration of Independence.48 
The church construction was completed circa 1792, but was later partially rebuilt after 
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having been damaged by fire in 1912.49 The Old Bohemia site and its partial loss of 
historic integrity would be considered several times by NPS in developing their policy 
concerning the designation of historic religious properties in the following years.50 In 
fact, as an immediate response, the NPS Advisory Board adopted an amendment to its 
Criteria and Guidelines for the Classification of Sites and Buildings, which made 
ineligible all sites and structures that were deemed significant solely on account of their 
religious history. The legal provision was adopted on May 1st, 1962, and effectively 
denied the National Historic Landmark designation for Old Bohemia. 51 
During this boom of preservation activity, that Supreme Court heard the 1971 
case, Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 672 (1971), in which the Justices, “upheld a series of 
federal construction grants, authorized by the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, to 
church-affiliated colleges and universities.”52 In addition to these findings, the Court 
struck down a portion of the federal program that only required a “secular use restriction” 
covering a twenty-year period, and instead decided that any federally subsidized building 
must maintain its secular use for the life of the building.53  This landmark case began to 
explicitly define that all publicly funded physical work on any permanent component of a 
building could not be used for religious purposes for the duration of that fixture’s 
existence. 
Meanwhile, NHL nominations for historic religious sites revealed that many 
locally significant properties could not be designated NHLs despite their importance in 
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regional history. The NHL nomination process led to a positive outcome with the passing 
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), which established a 
comprehensive National Register of Historic Places (NRHP/National Register), and State 
Historic Preservation Offices (SHPOs) to assist in reviewing historic National Register 
designation nominations. The National Register historic designation was created to 
document and advance the preservation of regionally and locally important cultural 
resources. The NHPA also directed that the SHPOs were responsible for reviewing, and 
providing designation recommendation for, National Register-nominated sites within 
their state. The NHPA developed four official National Register Criteria to assist in the 
review and determination of historic significance (Appendix A-1). The NHPA generally 
prohibited National Register designation of religious properties, but adopted a new 
religious exception clause based on the original five NHS religious property designations 
and the aforementioned 1962 revision of the Criteria and Guidelines for the Classification 
of Sites and Buildings.  In Section 36 CFR Part 60 of the NHPA, this Criterion 
Consideration A makes potentially eligible, “religious property deriving primary 






                                                






Table 3: Produced by the National Park System in 2008, showing the overwhelming use of the 
Criterion Consideration A exception, as compared to others, since being ratified within the 1966 
NHPA.55 Although not shown here, Criterion Consideration A has been used for approximately 
9% of all National Register Nominations.56 
 
Although seemingly unrelated to preservation, understanding Constitutional law 
as it applies to this topic requires delving into the greater field of Establishment Clause 
interpretation.  One of the best examples of such interpretation occurred in 1971, when a 
standard judicial policy to prohibit unconstitutional funding of religious schools was 
created through the determination of the U.S. Supreme Court case, Lemon v. Kurtzman, 
403 U.S. 602 (1971): 
 Striking down state aide to parochial school teachers, the Court looked for: 
(1) a secular legislative purpose in the law; (2) a primary effect that neither 
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advanced nor inhibited religion; and (3) a result that did not create 
excessive government entanglement in religious matters.57 
Just two years later, in the 1973 U.S. Supreme Court case, Committee for Public 
Education v. Nyquist, 413 U.S. 756 (1973), the Tilton holding was used as precedent 
common law to deny the State of Virginia subsidized capital project funds for physical 
changes to private religious schools without any proposed secular use restrictions on 
those spaces proposed for these government-sponsored improvements.58 Former Attorney 
General Joseph Lieberman took a lead position in the interpretation of the Nyquist case, 
contending that it did not present the level of budgetary specificity of even a normal 
historic preservation project, and therefore could not be granted federal funds with any 
accountability of how the money would be used.59 Despite the foundation of judicial 
review established by these initial cases, the definition of secular benefit and the use 
restrictions implied therein, were still difficult to assess and determine at this time.  
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New Directions for Historic Religious Properties in Recent Years 
 
In terms of statutory law and policy programming concerning bricks and mortar 
funding for religious properties, the National Park Service and the greater professional 
historic preservation community have already taken the lead. Robert Jaeger and Diane 
Cohen, two prominent preservationists concerned with the conservation of historic sacred 
sites, co-founded Partners for Sacred Places in 1989. Jaeger was formerly the Senior Vice 
President of the Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation’s Historic Religious 
Properties Program, which was founded in 1986 to survey, document, and provide 
resources for historic religious sites in Philadelphia and Chester, Pennsylvania, as well as 
nearby Camden, New Jersey.60 That same year, the New York Landmark Conservancy 
established their Sacred Sites Program, which would flourish under the direction of Diane 
Cohen.61  With the same goals in mind, Jaeger and Cohen then partnered to form the 
national non-profit organization known as Partners for Sacred Places. Since its founding, 
Partners has established three primary goals:  
1) to help congregations and their communities be good stewards of their sacred 
places; 2) to develop an effective national network of advocates for sacred 
places; and 3) to enhance public under-standing of the value of sacred places as 
irreplaceable centers that create and sustain community life.62 
Philadelphia’s Historic Religious Properties Program continued into the 1990’s 
before it was handed over to Partners for Sacred Places to extend their services 
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throughout the country. Today, both the New York Landmark Conservancy Sacred Sites 
Program and the Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation continue their local 
efforts, although the latter has been renamed The Preservation Alliance of Greater 
Philadelphia. Partners for Sacred Places remains the sole religiously unaffiliated national 
non-profit organization that advocates and supports the “sound stewardship and active 
community use of America’s older religious properties,” and continues to influence 
similar local organizations around the country.63  
Today, Partners works with “a national network of expert professionals who 
understand the value of a congregation’s architectural assets, its worth as a faith 
community, and the significance of its service to the community at large.”64 These 
collaborative efforts have allowed Partners to more effectively advocate for these historic 
sites as well as offer their own research publications as part of a greater information 
center they have made publicly available through their online website 
(www.sacredplaces.org). Much of this collection of online resources is free to the public, 
covering a range of stewardship topics concerning the financial and physical upkeep of 
historic sacred sites. Noteworthy Partner for Sacred Places published resource’s include: 
“Your Sacred Place Is a Community Asset: A Tool Kit to Attract New Resources and 
Partners,” and “The Complete Guide to Capital Campaigns for Historic Churches and 
Synagogues.” 
Beyond providing political advocacy and printed educational material, Partners 
offers several consultation programs for historic religious site stewardship, including the 
New Dollars/New Partners for Your Sacred Place stewardship training for congregations 
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and Making Homes for the Arts In Sacred Places.65 Furthermore, personalized 
consultation services, workshops, and conferences are offered through Partners’ three 
regional offices in Philadelphia, Chicago, and Dallas.66 Essential to their success, 
Partners has also received ongoing technical and organizational support as well as 
promotion from the National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP) as the country’s 
most notable preservation non-profit organization.67 The key to this organization’s 
national success is based in the development and advocacy of strong partnerships, and the 
creation of a variety of dynamic programming.68 
Beginning in 1990, with successive revisions in 1991, 1995, and 1997, NPS 
published a National Register Bulletin entitled “How to Apply the National Register 
Criteria for Evaluation.” This Bulletin succinctly describes Criterion Consideration A and 
outlines how the policy affects National Register eligibility for historic religious 
properties. The NPS is clear in stating that most historic religious properties that meet at 
least one National Register Criterion are eligible, with the one major exception of 
religious properties that are only significant as aged places of worship. Understanding 
eligibility is important in achieving historic designation for religious properties, which 
then allows access to certain preservation funding. Furthermore, the 1992 amendment to 
the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act, presented the first widely recognized clause 
of statutory law, in Section 101(e)(4), adopting a neutral approach to appropriating 
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publicly subsidized bricks and mortar preservation funds to historic religious properties. 
It reads as follows:  
Grants may be made under this subsection for the preservation, stabilization, 
restoration, or rehabilitation of religious properties listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places, provided that the purpose of the grant is secular, does not 
promote religion, and seeks to protect those qualities that are historically 
significant. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to authorize the use of 
any funds made available under this section for the acquisition of any property 
referred to in the preceding sentence.69  
The progression of neutralist interpretation and ease of public funding for 
religious organizations was again moved forward by the 1997 U.S. Supreme Court case, 
Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203 (1997). The court findings simplified the former three-
part Lemon test to be less prohibitive of public funding with a more direct two-part 
assessment for “determining whether government action had the: (1) purpose or (2) effect 
of advancing or inhibiting religion.”70 In addition, the Court created three criteria to 
assess whether the case, and future cases concerning government aid to religious 
institutions, would have an effect of advancing or inhibiting religion.71  These criteria 
demonstrated that government financial aid to religious institutions could be legally 
distributed if the funds do not “(1) result in governmental indoctrination; (2) define its 
recipients by reference to religion; (3) or create an excessive entanglement.”72 This 
improved Agostini-Lemon test has been used effectively several times in more recent 
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judicial law cases, but still requires a time consuming case-by-case interpretation by the 
courts.  
In February of 1998, Save America’s Treasures (SAT) was created by Executive 
Order of President Bill Clinton with the support of First Lady Hillary Clinton and 
program assistance from the National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP). SAT was 
effective at providing federal preservation grants for the physical restoration of our 
country’s most at-risk, significant historic religious places. Although the SAT program 
was defunded and disbanded in 2011, it remains a strong model for the distribution of 
federal grant money for physical preservation of historic sites, and particularly religious 
properties.73  SAT received much criticism for publicly funding the restoration of many 
historic religious places, especially in regard to Boston’s Old North Church, but was 
never successfully sued on the grounds of violating the Establishment Clause due to the 
subsidies being used explicitly for secular preservation purposes.74 
As the more recognized First Amendment right, The Free Exercise Clause has 
historically received the attention necessary to develop an enforceable legal framework. 
The groundbreaking preservation court case, Rector, Warden and Members of the Vestry 
of St. Bartholomew’s Church v. City of New York, 728 F. Supp. 958 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) 
aff’d, 914 F.2d 348 (2d Cir. 1990), cert denied, 499 U.S. 905 (1991), continues to be a 
lead judiciary review concerning the Constitutionality of historic landmark regulations on 
religious properties in potentially denying religious Free Exercise rights. In this specific 
case, the owners of St. Bartholomew’s Church sought to develop a bulky 59-story tower 
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community house next to their historic worship building. 75  The proposed community 
house tower design was denied when the Second Circuit ruled that local historic 
ordinances are facially neutral laws of general applicability, and concluded that the 
church had failed to prove that it could not carry out its mission in its existing facilities.76 
The case further determined that visual access to historic exterior facades is a public 
amenity that must be upheld by such neutrally applicable preservation regulations. The 
result of such public concern and participation in free exercise rights has led to faster 
formation of statutory law and regulatory policies, but with unintended effects concerning 
Establishment Clause law and policy development.  
A few years later, in City of Beorne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997), the Supreme 
Court struck down the legislation of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act with respect 
to its applicability to the States, and for stepping beyond Congress’s power of 
enforcement under the 14th Amendment.77 In response, Congress immediately responded 
with the passage of the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) 
of 2000, which established enforceable protection of religious institutions from 
discrimination when it came to their zoning and land use. 78 RLUIPA has given religious 
property owners more freedom to alter their historically designated properties at the cost 
of creating complications for regulatory preservation law, which is not a compelling state 
interest in comparison to First Amendment rights. The general effect of the law allows 
religious property owners to make alterations based on their beliefs despite being locally 
designated and under a regulatory historic preservation ordinance. Yet, local historic 
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preservation ordinances can determine these alterations as a loss of historic integrity and 
can remove the designation as a consequence. Therefore, RLUIPA does not prevent 
regulation from being enforced upon religious properties under neutrally applicable 
restrictions, such as those of a historic district with design guidelines.  Unfortunately, 
RLUIPA has also inadvertently increased legal tension with secular use restrictions as 
applied to public preservation funding to uphold the Establishment Clause. These secular 
use restrictions, unless affirmed by a historic preservation easement or alternative written 
legal contract, can potentially be seen as violating First Amendment Free Exercise rights.  
Along with the aforementioned progressions in the neutralist movement, President 
George W. Bush’s creation of the Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiative in 
2001(now President Barak Obama’s Office of Faith-Based Initiatives and Neighborhood 
Partnerships), which has drawn the attention of the Americans United for Separation of 
Church and State (Americans United) and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). 
As the country’s most powerful advocacy and lobbying organizations advancing the 
separation of church and state, Americans United and the ACLU have demonstrated the 
most political opposition to religious neutralism. Yet, in presenting the public secular 
benefits these sites provide, the professional field of historic preservation has continued 
to have success in policy and law concerning the subject. More recently, on November 
30, 2004, President George W. Bush signed the California Missions Preservation Act 
(‘Missions Act’) into law, allowing the potential to appropriate federal money in the form 
of grants to publicly fund restoration of California’s historic mission sites79 (Appendix A-
2). The Missions Act was passed through Congress with ease due to the bipartisan 
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interest and recognition of precedent cases of NPS funding for many historic Spanish 
Colonial Catholic missions in San Antonio, Texas.80 Unfortunately, two days later 
Americans United filed a federal lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the Missions 
Act.81 The suit was dismissed based on Americans United’s failure to establish injury-in-
fact when no federal money had yet been appropriated to the Missions Act for any 
purpose.  
 The most recent judicial success on this issue was in 2009 with the neutralist 
holding of U.S. Court of Appeal for the Sixth Court case, American Atheists, Inc. vs. City 
of Detroit Downtown Development Authority, 567 F.3d 278 (6th Cir. 2009), which 
verified the constitutionality of government funding for the urban redevelopment of 
Detroit’s downtown area in preparation for Super Bowl XL in 2006.82 The City of 
Detroit’s use of public funds for restoration work of three church facades near the 
football stadium was upheld in the Court as being part of the larger neutrally applicable 
urban redevelopment plan for that area of Detroit.83 Similar cases of public concern have 
resulted from the recent tragic events of Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy that have drawn 
national attention back to this Constitutional law issue, with many religious properties 
having been flooded and greatly damaged by these natural disasters.  
 During the onslaught of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) relied on religious and faith-based organizations to house 
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and feed more than 500,000 people displaced by the storms.84 In providing the secular 
public benefit of disaster relief, these religious organizations were allowed to receive 
direct compensation from FEMA, a unique occurrence of such federal funding going 
unchallenged due to the emergency nature of the situation.85 More recently the 
destructive effects of Hurricane Sandy in October 2012, have resulted in yet another 
organized call for religious property disaster relief. A recent New York Times article 
entitled, “Houses of Worship Seeking FEMA Grants Face Constitutional Barrier,” 
describes how several Jewish organizations, including the Union of Orthodox Jewish 
Congregations of America and the American Jewish Committee, with the help of former 
Senator Joseph Lieberman have started the campaign for the publicly demanded relief.86 
According to the New York Times article, many religious institutions affected by the 
Hurricane Sandy storms have already applied, or are being encouraged to apply, for 
FEMA relief while waiting on the outcome of various legal and policy developments.87 
Senator Lieberman, just weeks before leaving his seat in the Senate in April 2013, 
introduced an amendment to the multibillion-dollar Hurricane Sandy recovery 
appropriations bill to place houses of worship on the list of qualified organizations to 
receive disaster relief from FEMA.88 Although the amendment was defeated for 
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supposedly unrelated political reasons, support for it continues to grow, with the active 
participation of the United States Council of Catholic Bishops. 89  
 Despite some disapproval from Americans United and the ACLU as influential 
stakeholders in this political process, two similar bills have been introduced to Congress 
that would change FEMA’s policy to allow disaster relief for religious non-profit 
organizations that provide secular public services.90 The more successful of these two 
bills, H.R. 592, was passed by the House of Representatives in February of 2013 and will 
continue on to the Senate.91 Such neutralist policy formation to provide disaster relief for 
religious properties in general is legally justifiable as local governments nationwide 
provide these buildings with all other public emergency services. The government will 
always have the expected civic responsibility to provide responsive assistance in public 
safety and emergency relief situations, which can potentially extend to include subsidized 
re-stabilization and revitalization of severely affected designated historic religious 
structures.  
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Figure 5: Historic American Buildings Survey E. H. Pickering, 
Photographer July 1936 NORTH SIDE AISLE LOOKING EAST, 
DETAIL OF COLUMNS + CAPITALS - St. Mary's Seminary 
Chapel, North Paca Street and Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore, 







As a response to the challenging legal situation confronting historic religious 
properties a range of best practices have been demonstrated for developing alternative 
business models and financing methods focused on providing public secular services and 
programming. The effort on the part of preservation and legal professionals to collect a 
body of case studies as evidence to advocate the successful neutral distribution and 
secular use of government provided restoration capital funds to historic sacred sites is 
underway.92 Baltimore’s historic urban core provides two exemplary case studies: St. 
Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site and the Jewish Museum of Maryland both have 
been successful in demonstrating some best practices in terms of property conservation 
and exhibition of religious cultural heritage. The case studies examine how these two 
nationally and locally designated historic sites have been preserved due to the formation 
of partnerships, business models, and the provision of public secular educational services 
and programming. The best practice findings of the case studies, along with the historical 
analysis, are then used to make informed recommendations to improve the preservation 
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Introduction to Case Studies 
 
The following case studies present two National Register-designated historic sites 
in Baltimore City, which were selected to reflect a prototypical post-industrial urban 
context. As such, the studies provide an opportunity to examine stewardship issues 
specifically associated with population transience that affects so many congregations 
countrywide, while also referencing the great number of historic religious properties 
within the city. Although the St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel and Jewish Museum of 
Maryland’s Lloyd Street Synagogue no longer hold regular weekly religious services, 
their struggle with fluctuating visitation is comparable to the membership issues of many 
practicing urban congregations. The Jewish Museum of Maryland’s ownership and 
partnered stewardship of the historic B’nai Israel Synagogue additionally provides insight 
into how an active place of worship has dealt with preservation legal concerns 
surrounding the Establishment Clause issue. Examination of the two cases was limited to 
conducting on-site tours and interviews with the executive directors as the principal 
authorities and stewards of each site. Historic and original digital photographic 
documentation of the sites and their exhibits also was collected and used for analysis.  
The following descriptions of the methods used at the sites to exhibit their history 
and heritage do not require visitors to participate in religious practice or hold any 
particular beliefs. As a result, these sites have maintained secular use restrictions required 
for public preservation funding for the associated restored spaces and exhibit fixtures. 
While the St. Mary’s site emphasizes the religious history of the Roman Catholic Society 
of St. Sulpice (Sulpicians), it does not press any associated belief on visitors, due to 





but in a more secularized manner, the Jewish Museum of Maryland presents the cultural 
heritage of Jews in Maryland as a distinctive part of Judaism’s history in America. Both 
sites offer self-guided and docent-led tours, and St. Mary’s Historic Site further includes 
an audio-guided tour. The high quality of the educational programming and preservation 
at the two historic case study sites is further supported by their membership in the Greater 












St. Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site 
St. Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site operates as a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organization with the primary mission of providing historic museum exhibitions, 
educational programming, and spiritual counseling.93 St. Mary’s is located at 600 North 
Paca Street in midtown Baltimore, and is primarily composed of the St. Mary’s Seminary 
Chapel (Figure 7) and its modern Visitor Center addition, the Mother Anne Seton House, 
and the Spiritual Center building. The exhibition panels are found in both the Visitor 
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Figure 7: Historic American Buildings Survey E. H. Pickering, Photographer July 1936 
FACADE (WEST) - St. Mary's Seminary Chapel, North Paca Street and Druid Hill Avenue, 





Center and the Mother Anne Seton House.94  The following historical interpretation is 
derived from these exhibition panels, the St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel National Register 
nomination, and the St. Mary’s Spiritual and Historic Site online website (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Exhibition panel describing the founding of the historic St. Mary’s Seminary, and the 







Figure 10: Above; various items of material 
culture associated with the seminary school. 
 
Figure 9: Left; an exhibition of the 
vestments traditionally worn by the 





Figure 11: Location of St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel and Historic Site on 600 North Paca Street 







The heritage of the St. Mary’s site emerged from the greater State of Maryland’s 
history of religious tolerance, which is directly connected to large groups of English 
Catholic immigrants, including the renowned Calvert family, colonizing the area. The 
early religious tolerance towards Catholics was reflected in the Maryland colony’s 
passing of the 1649 Maryland Toleration Act, also known as An Act Concerning 
Religion.95 Yet, five short years later, the resident Puritans overthrew Catholic control 
and repealed the bill, instead adopting harsh restrictions on “Catholics, Jews, Quakers, 
Atheists, and all dissenters.”96  More than 100 years passed before Catholics in Maryland 
regained their rights when the Declaration of Independence and Maryland State 
Constitution were written in 1776, the latter of which proclaimed religious freedom for 
all Christians.97 
In 1791, John Carroll, the first Roman Catholic bishop and archbishop in 
America, sent for several clergymen to come to Baltimore and establish the country’s 
first Roman Catholic seminary school.98 The invited Sulpician Fathers, an order of 
French Roman Catholic priests, arrived in Baltimore and immediately established the St. 
Mary’s Catholic Roman Catholic Seminary with the assistance of Bishop Carroll.99 St. 
Mary’s became the first Roman Catholic seminary in America. By the beginning of the 
19th century, St. Mary’s was constructed on Paca Street, in an area that was known as 
Baltimore’s French Quarter, later recognized as Seton Hill. Unfortunately, the seminary’s 
main building was demolished in 1969, so “the only remaining structure of the seminary 
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Figure 12: St. Mary’s Seminary west façade. Original photograph by Alexander Toprac, 
2014. 
is the Historic Chapel” designed by the famous French master architect Maximilian 
Godefroy in 1806, and completed in 1808.100 The chapel building is recognized as the 
first example of Neo-Gothic architecture in the United States. This architectural 
significance led St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel to be designated as a National Historic 
Landmark in 1971.101  
  
                                                
100 St. Mary’s Spiritual Center & Historic Site. “Welcome to St. Mary's Spiritual Center  
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February, 2014.  
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Figure 13: St. Mary’s Seminary 
NHL Plaque, west façade. Original 











The St. Mary’s Historic Site is also significant for its association with Mother 
Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton, who in 1975 was canonized as the first American-born 
Roman Catholic saint.102 In the years 1808 and 1809, Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton lived 
in the historic building that has since taken her name as the Mother Seton House. After 
her short stay in Baltimore, she moved to live near the Sulpicians in Emmitsburg, 
Maryland, where she founded a school for girls. The historic house has been very well 
preserved thanks to Baltimore’s Alcala Caravan #16 of the International Order of 
Alhambra, a fraternal order of Catholic men, who pledged $25,000 for the restoration and 
                                                







Figure 14: St. Mary’s Spiritual Center Building (left) and Mother Seton House 
(right). Original photograph by Alexander Toprac, 2014. 
maintenance of the house in 1963.103 The property was officially listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places in 1972, and later added as a revision to the 1971 National 
Historic Landmark nomination of the Seminary Chapel site.104 The Baltimore 
Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP) designated Mother 












By the early 19th century, Baltimore’s French Quarter had a significant population 
of colored French-speaking immigrants from the Central American island of St. 
Domingue (now divided between Haiti and the Dominican Republic). The Lower Chapel 
Basse of the Seminary Chapel, where Mother Seton took her vows as a convert before 
Bishop John Carroll, quickly became the worship site and “birthplace for the first 
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Figure 15: The Lower Chapel Basse of St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel. Original 
Photography by Alexander Toprac, 2014. 
 
African-American Catholic community.”106  In 1829, a Haitian immigrant, Sister Mary 
Elizabeth Lange, along with Sulpician Father James Hector Joubert and others, co-
founded this community known as the Oblate Sisters of Providence. Sister Lange is also 
historically significant for having operated one of the country’s earliest schools for 








The historic Federal-Revival-style St. Mary’s Spiritual Center building was 
developed in 1894 as a “convent for the Sisters of Divine Providence, who provided food 
and laundry services for the seminary.”108 The St. Mary’s Spiritual Center currently 
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serves as a mixed-use space with a small chapel, rooms for spiritual counseling, a 
conference room, administrative offices, and a single occupancy rental residence. The 
Executive Director of St. Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site, Rev. John F. Kemper, 
who often resides in this space, described his oversight of the restoration process and 
stewardship of the entire site.109 The restoration of St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel was 
completed in four phases over seven years, between 2005 and 2012. The overall expense 
was approximately nine million dollars. St. Mary’s sought financial support from public 
partners and historic preservation and religious groups, but the initial restoration project 
did not use publicly subsidized funding (Appendix B-3). The conscious choice to not use 
public funding for interior restoration was not viewed as a lost opportunity, but instead 
was selected to avoid secular use restrictions and to maintain potential religious use of the 
worship spaces. The initial restoration project revealed additional drainage issues that 
continued to threaten areas of exterior brickwork on the historic chapel, however. In 
response, Father Kemper successfully applied for, and received, a Small Capital 
Improvements Grant from Baltimore Heritage Area Association (BHAA) in 2013. 110 
Father Kemper has continued his sound preservation stewardship of St. Mary’s Spiritual 
Center and Historic Site by recently applying for a second grant from BHAA for more 
exterior conservation of St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel. 111 
The site is owned by the United States Society of St. Sulpice, which underwrites 
all operational expenses through their endowment. This internal source of funding is 
generous in directly distributing private preservation financial support, but Father 
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Kemper has still collaborated within Baltimore and beyond to raise additional money for 
major capital expenditures. In doing so, St. Mary’s on Paca has developed a strong 
community partnership with Seton Hill Association (SHA), which represents the site’s 
historic neighborhood named after Mother Seton. St. Mary’s has made space available for 
SHA’s monthly meetings, and often rents space to various organizations for events and 
meetings. Some other community partners that use the space include the Baltimore City 
Police Department and the Great Baltimore History Alliance. By reaching out to the 
immediate neighborhood, local organizations, and the greater Baltimore community, St. 
Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site has achieved a high level of preservation and 
financial sustainability through the creation both public and private stakeholders.  
Although the exhibitions at St. Mary’s Historic Site are focused on religious 
history, they also present the story of the 19th-century development of Baltimore’s French 
and Central American community that largely defined the historic French Quarter, now 
known as Seton Hill. The site’s exhibitions are objective and inclusive in their historical 
interpretation, with the inclusion of past Catholic religious missions and practices. These 
exhibitions use language that is educational, and by its factual nature, does not attempt to 
evangelize or proselytize Catholic dogma. Overall, the site has a feeling of openness, 
welcoming all races and faiths.  
The message of the organization’s website seems to be less restrained with one 
quotation in particular revealing Roman Catholic ideology: 
It is our hope that the rich history of this site and the continuing work of the 
Spiritual Center will be a source for the re-evangelization of the people who 





home for more than 200 years, our visitors can go forth to spread the gospel 
message and evangelize the world in which they find themselves.112 
Although allowable under the First Amendment right of free exercise, these particular 
phrases must be avoided in all exhibitions and spaces developed with public subsidized 
funds in order to strictly follow secular use restriction best practices and to uphold the 
Establishment Clause.  As the analysis of previous laws and regulations makes clear, the 
stewards of historic religious sites may hold and express such beliefs about religious 
evangelism, but may not press them on visitors of their historic site if public funds were 
used to provide the secular charitable benefits of educational historic exhibition and space 
preservation.
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Figure 16: St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel interior, facing chapel nave. Original photograph by 





Jewish Museum of Maryland 
 The Jewish Museum of Maryland (JMM), Herbert Bearman Campus is composed 
of a modern museum building situated between the historic Lloyd Street and B’nai Israel 
Synagogues.113 The campus museum building’s two large galleries are used for a variety 
of historical and cultural exhibits. The larger of the two spaces is used for longer-term 
exhibitions, such as the current “Voices of Lombard Street.” Conversely, the smaller 
exhibition is occasionally changed throughout the year. The site’s third, permanent 
exhibit, “The Synagogue Speaks,” is located in the basement of the Lloyd Street 
Synagogue and presents the detailed history of the two religious buildings and their 
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Figure 17: Historic American Buildings Survey EXTERIOR VIEW Lanny Miyamoto, 
photographer - October 1958 - Lloyd Street Synagogue, Lloyd and Watson Streets, Baltimore, 






congregations.114 The following interpretation of the site’s heritage is primarily based on 
the Lloyd Street Synagogue National Register nomination, JMM’s exhibits and the 
wealth of historical information on their website115 (Appendix C). The history presented 
is secular in nature with no attempt to proselytize and a clear primary goal of describing 
how several ethnic and cultural groups that happened to share the religion of Judaism 
came to America to seek opportunity and religious freedom. These values are essential 
pieces of our American heritage and cannot be excluded at the cost of denying whole sets 
of ethnic and cultural groups their place in history. 
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Figure 18: A northeast view of the two historic religious buildings, the Lloyd Street 
Synagogue (left) and B’nai Israel Synagogue (right), with the Jewish Museum of Maryland 
(center) connecting the sites in what is known as the Herbert Bearman Campus. Original 













Figure 20: Examples of secular educational history panels in the JMM’s Synagogue Speaks 
exhibition: Above, describing the architecture of Lloyd St. Synagogue (left) and Jewish 
immigration to Baltimore (right). 
Figure 19: Below, describing the history of Baltimore Lithuanians using the 







Figure 21: Location of the Lloyd Street Synagogue, at 11 Lloyd Street, with the adjacent Jewish 
Museum of Maryland at 15 Lloyd Street, in the Jonestown Neighborhood of Baltimore, 






In the first half of the 19thcentury most of Baltimore's earliest Jewish citizens 
emigrated from central Europe, and were comprised of Germans, Bavarians, Austrians, 
and the Dutch. Around 1819, when “there were only about 150 Jews in Maryland,” a 
liberal Scottish Presbyterian member of the House of Delegates named Thomas Kennedy 
began the political pursuit for Jewish tolerance. 116  Kennedy’s strong desire to create 
legal religious tolerance for citizens of all faiths led to his drafting of the Jew Bill, which 
became law in 1825.117 Within the following months after the bill’s official ratification, 
two Jews were elected as members of Baltimore City Council. 118    
By 1845, a congregation of Jews, known variously as the Baltimore Hebrew 
Congregation and the Stadt [City] Shul, came together to construct the first synagogue in 
Maryland. Lloyd Street Synagogue is now the third oldest standing synagogue in the 
country.119 As there were no Jewish architects in Baltimore around the time of 
construction, the congregation hired a popular Baltimore-native non-Jewish architect 
named Robert Carey Long, Jr. to build a temple in the then-popular Greek Revival-
style.120  Initially afraid to display any symbol or open acknowledgment of their Judaism 
to the public, the only indication of the synagogue’s Jewish association was the circular 
stained glass window with the Magen David, or Star of David, on the east wall of the 
building (not facing the street). The choice of location for this important window was not 
surprising as the altar and bimah, which is the raised platform containing the pulpit, are 
almost always placed on the east side of American synagogues so the congregation faces 
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and prays toward Israel.  Another defining feature was added in 1861, when the growth 
of the congregation led to hiring another architect, William H. Reason, to expand the east 
side of the building an additional 30 feet and to excavate a basement level with a 
separate, housed mikveh, or ritual bath121 (Appendix C-2). 
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Figure 22: Lloyd Street Synagogue exterior, southwest. Original photograph by 




























 Lloyd Street Synagogue’s Star of David Stain Glass Window 
Figure 24: Lloyd Street Synagogue interior, facing bimah (alter). Original 
photograph by Alexander Toprac, 2014. 
	  
Figure 23: Lloyd Street Synagogue’s Star of David 
Stain Glass Window, east interior elevation. Original 






As the congregation grew, so did differences in belief between members as ideas 
from the Reform movement were becoming popular at the beginning of the second half 
of the 19th-century. The question of upholding traditional religious and cultural practices 
while facing the challenges of surviving in America was at the root of the conflict. In 
1871, the more orthodox members who sought to keep to the old-world traditions split 
from the congregation to form the Chizuk Amuno congregation. By 1873, the ornate 
Moorish Revival-style Chizuk Amuno synagogue was built on Lloyd Street just down the 
block from the Baltimore Hebrew Congregation synagogue. 122  As the members of the 
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation became more successful at their trades and businesses, 
they became socially and economically mobile, moving to the more desirable 
neighborhoods northwest near the newly established Druid Hill City Park. 123   
 By 1889, Baltimore Hebrew Congregation was ready to follow its members and 
move to this new area of town. The temple building was sold for $12,000 to Catholic 
Lithuanian immigrants to be used as a church, which continued for sixteen years. 124  
Recognized as St. John the Baptist Lithuanian Catholic Church by the Archdiocese of 
Baltimore, the building took on the addition of a bell tower, and installation of a Catholic 
altar, crucifix, baptismal font, and statuary. Ten years after completing these alterations, 
the church sold the building back to a traditional Orthodox Jewish congregation of 
Eastern European immigrants, mostly originating from Poland and Russia.125 
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 This new congregation, Shomrei Mishmere Ha-Kodesh, converted the building 
back into a synagogue in 1905.126 From 1910-1920, the lower level mikveh area was 
renovated with two new tiled baths and other contemporary finishes. In 1997 and 1998, 
an archaeological excavation of the original mikveh was conducted, photo-documented 
and printed as a floor-mounted poster to relate the findings to museum visitors, while 
simultaneously conserving the later aforementioned renovation. The Shomrei Mishmere 
Ha-Kodesh congregation stayed for 55 years in the temple, functioning as a beacon of 
traditional, old-country religious practices in the heart of an unquestionably modern 
American city. By the end of World War II, most congregation members were following 
the trend of moving to the northwest neighborhoods in the city. In the 1950's, the building 
fell into disrepair, and once again was put on the market.127  
 Initial plans called for selling and demolishing the historic synagogue to turn the 
space into a parking lot, but the formation of the Jewish Historical Society of Maryland in 
1962 allowed the building to be saved.128 The Society envisioned turning the first 
synagogue of Maryland into the museum it is today. By 1967, within their first five years 
of ownership, the Society had hired a new architect to stabilize and replace the roof, and 
remodeled the lower level as a permanent exhibition area. In 1979, after completing 
major renovations to the Lloyd Street Synagogue, the Jewish Historical Society began to 
turn its attention to the deteriorating B’nai Israel Synagogue. 129 By the early 1980’s, 
members of the Jewish Historical Society successfully pushed for the historic buildings’ 
renovations, and gained the support of the city through Mayor William Donald 
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Schaefer.130 The Society together with the Associated Jewish Charities and the B’nai 
Israel congregation raised funds to begin the restoration process. The Society took 
ownership of the B’nai Israel Synagogue as they had done earlier with the Lloyd Street 
Synagogue, and began restorations while simultaneously constructing the Jewish 
Heritage Center museum building between the two historic religious properties.131  The 
Society, soon to be renamed the Jewish Museum of Maryland (JMM), received Maryland 
Historical Trust grants through contractual easements for the B’nai Israel restorations. 
These public funds were used for both exterior and interior restoration with the legal 
agreement that these spaces be open for tours by public visitors to the museum despite 
being used by a practicing congregation.132 This agreement was achieved by JMM 
maintaining ownership of the B’nai Israel Synagogue, but leasing it back to the 
congregation for a symbolic fee of one dollar a year. 
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Figure 25: B’nai Israel Synagogue interior, which still functions as an active place of 






In 1987, the new Jewish Museum of Maryland completed the aforementioned 
restoration and construction efforts, and opened up both of the historic religious 
synagogues to the public.133 Further restorations to the Lloyd Street Synagogue in 1991 
allowed the sanctuary to be repainted to match the 1871 paint scheme, and in 2008, the 
exterior was painted to replicate the 1860's paint colors.134 The most recent capital 
expenditures for preservation maintenance, restoration, and archaeology are noted as 
being supported by subsidized funds as described below (Appendix C-4). 
 The JMM’s current executive director, Marvin Pinkert, has continued to lead the 
501(c)(3) non-profit organization in the ongoing mission to create public educational 
programming and exhibits that reflect the gathering, preservation, and study of the history 
of Jews in Maryland.135 The JMM works in its local community as members of the 
Jonestown Planning Council. Mr. Pinkert emphasized that the JMM does not conduct 
religious services or advocate a particular religious belief. 136  The JMM’s large archival 
collection continues to grow in size with a staff that actively studies the materials being 
preserved to provide Jewish heritage and genealogical research. Mr. Pinkert also noted 
that the JMM is an accredited member of the American Alliance of Museums. 137   
 The JMM is a constituency agency of the partnership organization known as The 
Associated Jewish Federation of Baltimore. The JMM is funded approximately 48% by 
fundraising, 30% via their endowment, 15% by allocation from the Federation, and 5% 
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from membership and admissions. 138  The Lloyd Street Synagogue is also occasionally 
rented for celebratory life-events such as weddings, excluding use on the Sabbath 
(Saturday). Since 1986, the JMM has received an almost continuous stream of grants 
from city, state, and federal agencies to conduct architectural and archaeological 
investigations at Lloyd Street Synagogue, as well as to carry out structural repairs at both 
the Lloyd Street Synagogue and B’nai Israel Synagogue. These public funds were used to 
restore both interior and exterior finishes, and also have been used to develop accurate 
historical interpretation for the museum and both synagogues.139 A portion of the federal 
funding received by Lloyd Street Synagogue was in the form of a Save America’s 
Treasures grant, which is documented on the NPS website as disbursing $123,000 in 
2008.140 Both historic synagogues are additionally protected under easements maintained 
by the Maryland Historical Trust. In experiencing the historical exhibits at the site, there 
is absolutely no attempt to convert visitors to Judaism or pressure to accept Jewish 
beliefs. By having a clear educational focus on the history and culture of Maryland’s 
Jewish immigrants and their descendants, the JMM has allowed itself a greater ease of 
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Analysis of the Case Studies 
 The history exhibited at the JMM is designed to be inclusive in seeking to educate 
the greatest audience possible about the distinctly unique histories of different Jewish 
European ethnic groups and the cultures they brought to America and the State of 
Maryland. It is significant that the Catholic French and Central American immigrants 
associated with St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel share the same 19th-century history of 
immigrants struggling to succeed, adapt, and assimilate to American life in Baltimore. 
The agenda to document and exhibit American cultural heritage through the history of 
ethnic groups is a major goal of the National Park Service specifically, and historic 
preservationists in general.  Just as racial and ethnic diversity has been found to achieve 
multiple perspectives in history, so religious plurality must be accepted to represent the 
variety of spiritual beliefs held by groups of immigrants accessing our country’s proud 
freedom of religion. To make this happen, historic preservationists as well as the National 
Park Service and associated professional agencies nationwide should take a neutralist 
religious stance. 
 Before recommending how to confront the Establishment Clause issue 
specifically for the sake of preserving historic religious sites, it is important to review 
some of the lessons presented by the preceding case studies. First, both sites provide 
various educational programming, exhibits, events, and services to the public. They 
occasionally rent space, and more often share space with various partners. They also 
actively maintain partnerships with various agencies and non-profit organizations as well 
as participate in public efforts through collaborating and planning with their 





quite fortunate to receive funding for physical preservation and historic interpretation 
through endowments and wealthy stake holding organizations. Yet, most of these funding 
sources were developed over time through social networking, partnerships, and 
community participation.  
 To better ensure the conservation of such American sacred places will require the 
support of preservation policy and law in combination with the private and public 
partnerships, outreach, and activity of the stewards of these sites. The stewards hold the 
greatest responsibility in ensuring the economic feasibility and preservation of these 
historic sites by following the aforementioned best practices, which most importantly 
include: (1) being open to the public; (2) upholding secular use restriction standards in 
historical exhibition; and (3) providing some form of secular public service, which often 
means dynamic use of the property and sharing space with partner organizations. These 
three essential best practices allow such historically designated religious sites to receive 
subsidized preservation funding for ensuring a secular educational purpose and therefore 









Chapter 4: Recommendations for the Future of Historic 










Figure 26: St. Mary’s Seminary Chapel interior, facing congregational space. Original 






Prior to analyzing the policy and law surrounding this Constitutional issue, it is 
crucial to recognize that religious freedom is at the core of American values as the initial 
impetus for many immigrants predating the Establishment Clause. In writing the Bill of 
Rights, the founding framers recognized the value in the freedoms of religious exercise 
and speech.141 By making them rights by law the Establishment Clause precluded the 
secular government from taking preference, or establishing, one religion over another. 
With these freedoms, they began the ongoing political conversation of what the 
relationship between religion and the government should be.  It is important to recognize 
that separation of church and state and neutralism are not necessarily opposed, but two 
different interpretations that can be used as tools to benefit the greater public. Therefore, 
the following recommendations first call for both the activation and reform of current 
preservation policy and law to allow neutrally based subsidized funding for designated 
historic religious properties. Second, the stewards of historic sacred sites are asked to 
accept the greater responsibility of creating revenue for preservation by entering into 
community partnerships, opening their sites to the public, mounting non-indoctrinating 
exhibits, and sharing their spaces with partner groups. Finally, the loftier goals of policy 
and regulatory law formation are recommended to ensure legal distribution of 






                                                





Activation and Reform  
 
A fundamental concern of our federal and state governments is to uphold the law 
in a just manner, which for this subject means ensuring that the Establishment Clause is 
not violated.  In other words, it is the government’s responsibility to make sure that 
publicly subsidized money is not illegally used to promote or advance religious purposes. 
Yet, this does not mean that public funds should not be made available to officially 
designated historic religious entities providing proven secular public benefits, such as for 
the educational exhibition of historic sacred sites. This neutralist exception points to the 
need for guidelines, if not regulations, to make sure that subsidized funds are spent 
legally.  Regulation can often become a review process, which would be viewed as 
burdensome if made the responsibility of the government. In order to guide the legal 
distribution of subsidized funds to historic sacred places, it is recommended that the NPS 
activate the currently established laws, and that sound policies must be at the foundation 
of this process. After these initial steps are taken to create political momentum and 
precedence, the formation of statutory law may be taken on as a long-term goal for the 
future. 
It is recommended that for historic religious resource preservation the steward of 
the sites should be made responsible to meet a certain set of secular use restriction 
guidelines when seeking government conservation funding. Policy creation can begin in 
the form of a NPS bulletin, similar to the one on criteria mentioned previously.142 This 
bulletin would directly regard special legal considerations for historically designated 
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religious resources, and dually should be used to present a firm neutralist stance for the 
agency. NPS should feel confident in taking this viewpoint as they have already 
established, along with other government programs, several precedent cases in which 
federal money was given for the preservation of historic religious sites as described 
above. The NPS bulletin should begin to outline secular use restriction best practices for 
historic religious resource exhibitions that can then be used to create official guidelines. 
Such a policy document should be organized similarly to the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards of Historic Rehabilitation, which presents best practices and requirements for 
projects to qualify for financial benefits such as rehabilitation tax credits, preservation 
grants and easements (Appendix A-3). The following list represents a set of 5 potential 
guidelines for the creation of a “Secretary of the Interior’s Standards of Secular Use 
Restriction for Historic Religious Resource Exhibition,” which is based primarily on the 
Lemon-Agostini test and the first two takeaways of the case studies: (1) being open to the 
public, and (2) upholding secular use restriction standards in historical exhibition. Also, 
recall that the Lemon-Agostini test simply asks whether subsidized funds have the 
purpose or effect of advancing religion with three criteria to ensure these funds do not: 
(1) result in governmental indoctrination; (2) define its recipients by reference to religion; 
(3) or create an excessive entanglement.143 These measures, instead of being placed on 
the government agency providing the subsidy, are turned into a set of stewardship 
responsibilities in the recommended Standards below (Figure 27). Thus, the burden of 
proof concerning how public preservation funds are spent should be guided by a policy of 
certifiable best practices that stewards can choose to follow if seeking such subsidies. 
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Figure 27: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards of Secular Use Restriction for 
Historic Religious Resource Exhibition (As Proposed) 
 
1. Spaces receiving public subsidized funds must be accessible to the 
common public. 
 
2. Physical accommodation of visitors should reflect the same protocols used 
at analogous non-religious historic sites. 
 
3. Presentation of publicly funded exhibition and preserved historic spaces 
may not advance the beliefs or interest of that religious creed (i.e. uphold 
secular use restrictions). 
 
4. Prayer services within historic interiors that have received public funding 
must be open to respectful members of the public, but must not require 
visitor participation in worship or religious practices (i.e. voluntary 
participation of visitors must be optional). 
 
5. Strictly concerning publicly funded resources, exhibition of religious 
beliefs and practices must be objectively demonstrated as being held by 









Returning to the political heart of the Establishment Clause issue in terms of 
historic interpretation, the time has come for preservationists and historians to rally 
for the conservation of our country’s pluralistic religious heritage. The National Park 
Service is already known to pursue diversity in the documentation of history, 
particularly by capturing the heritage and cultural experience of various ethnic and 
racial groups. In fact, this objective professional standard of diversity and pluralism 
within history was demonstrated by NPS in the LaPurisma restoration by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps and the aforementioned five National Historic Site church and 
synagogue designations used to create the religious exceptions clause.144 More 
recently, NPS has produced several heritage initiatives and corresponding theme 
studies to guide the process of surveying and documenting cultural resources and 
their history as associated with a specific group of people.145 One of these is the 
Latino American Heritage Initiative, which since 2011 has provided a context and 
framework for the interpretation and historic designation of Latino American historic 
sites, and encouraged further documentation of previously designated cultural 
resources. Since NPS has been quite successful with this particular program, the 
agency should feel confident in using the Latino American Heritage Initiative as 
political leverage in funding the California Missions Act.  The NHPA Section 
103(e)(4) clause permits such grants for secular purposes, so the concern is that some 
of these California mission churches are still operating as active places of worship.146 
The Mission Act is set up to distribute federal money to the 501(c)(3) non-profit 
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California Mission Foundation, which would oversee the granting of preservation 
funds to the missions as needed. This collaborative could be further strengthened by 
replicating a similar contractual easement relationship as previously required by the 
Historic Sites Act of 1935, and currently practiced by State Historic Preservation 
Offices and local preservation agencies to ensure that the recommended Standards or 
similar guidelines are followed.147 As previously mentioned, the Jewish Museum of 
Maryland exemplifies this best practice with its agreement with the B’nai Israel 
congregation.148  
Along with these efforts, NPS should continue to seek refunding Save 
Americas Treasures, or creating a similar subsidized preservation grant program for 
the most endangered and historically significant sites. Such grants would not be 
questioned for dangerously deteriorating historic religious sites that follow the 
recommended Standards, especially with the recent change in FEMA policy to allow 
disaster relief to religious non-profit organizations providing secular services.149 
Furthermore, if such a set of secular use restriction standards were established, 
stewards of historic religious sites could better demonstrate the proper use of the 
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Stewardship Preservation Responsibilities 
Upholding a set of Standards, as presented by the recommended guidelines, 
must develop the expectation that stewards maintain programmatic and financial 
documentation regarding their following of secular use restrictions with publicly 
funded historical exhibitions and restored spaces. The managers of the two case study 
properties were successful at providing such documentation, which demonstrated that 
all subsidized preservation funding was used for spaces open to the public and for 
their secular educational exhibits. In the case of the Jewish Museum of Maryland, 
preservation funding was received for both exterior and interior restoration with the 
agreement that these spaces are open for exhibition to public visitors.150  In the case 
of St. Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site, subsidized preservation funds have 
been limited to exclusively external features, such as fixing drainage problems, which 
are all associated with publicly visible facades of the building.151 Both sites have 
transcended exhibition of simple religious history by emphasizing the greater 
educational aspects of their history as it relates to cultural practices and immigrant 
ethnic groups, as well as the process of American assimilation.  Therefore, the secular 
use restriction best practice of presenting the essential history of early Americans 
seeking religious tolerance has also allowed these two historic sites to receive 
subsidized preservation funds. 
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Requiring the stewards of the sites to take the responsibility to comply by the 
Standards should allow Establishment Clause preservation cases to be resolved more 
easily outside of the court system. This is simply achieved by holding the stewards 
responsible for qualifying expenditures of subsidized funds to show they follow the 
secular use restriction guiding policy. This would be a similar process as qualifying 
expenses in the certification of historic rehabilitation tax credit or providing receipts 
in grant follow-ups, as a condition of receiving the neutral-based government support. 
This type of guiding policy can be very effective at a low cost as it does not ask the 
NPS or the State Historic Preservation Offices to add a burdensome amount of 
regulation, programming, and review.  In fact, the required qualifying secular use 
restriction documentation with budgetary specifications would only be called upon in 
the rare case of violating the Establishment Clause.  
Providing secular public services, as the third takeaway from the case studies, 
requires stewards of historic religious properties to think about how to share and use 
their space in a dynamic way. Partners for Sacred Places is a staunch advocate of this 
method, and along with the case studies, they have shown how historic religious 
properties can develop various sources of funding through such means. This is 
particularly true about space sharing, as the practice lends itself to socially and 
economically beneficial partnerships. Such public and private partnerships were 
essential to the restoration of both case study sites, and were developed through 
community outreach and the secular provision of educational exhibition and 
programming. The two case study sites regularly hold events open to the public and 







Maryland’s growing historic archives and St. Mary’s space-sharing with the Seton 
Hill Neighborhood Association and Baltimore City Police Department. These best 
practices attract partners and preservation funding that potentially could be subsidized 
from a public agency, but is beneficial to the conservation of these sites regardless of 
the source. 
 
Future Policy and Law Formation 
In the future, after accomplishing the more immediately achievable steps of 
activating and reforming existing preservation policy and law, the guideline 
framework of the proposed Standards of Secular Use Restriction could be extended 
as an analogous set of reviewable criteria. This would put more review responsibility 
on NPS and the State Historic Preservation Offices, but would ensure that designated 
historic religious sites would not violate the Establishment Clause through regulatory 
statutory law. This law could be added as a revision to the aforementioned National 
Historic Preservation Act Section 103(e)(4) that already addresses subsidized grants 
for designated historic religious sites.152 The NHPA’s National Register Criteria and 
integrity regulations could be used as a model to create public benefit criteria and 
secular use restriction regulations. This would allow the assessment to be clearly 
defined in order for secular benefits to be identified and reviewed in the qualifying 
process. Furthermore, legal definitions of terms such as “secular,” “religious,” 
“indoctrinating,” “educational,” “public benefit,” “public welfare,” and several others 
surrounding this issue should be created and added to the NHPA’s formal language. 
                                                








Although these long-term recommendations may not be necessary, they are certainly 
important to consider as potential solutions to the legal problem should it continue. 
Conclusion 
 
Although historic religious properties in our country face unique financial and 
legal challenges, the evident public value of these sites has called attention to their 
distinct preservation needs. As the National Park Service enters further into the 21st 
century, both new and old considerations of historic religious properties should be 
regarded to more effectively provide for the preservation of these significant cultural 
resources. Taking a neutralist policy stance will allow the National Park Service to 
lead the field of historic preservation in perpetuating the story of the nation’s 
ethnically diverse pluralistic heritage. In accepting and responding to our pluralistic 
nation, historic preservationists can feel more confident in future conservation of not 
only historically designated churches and synagogues, but mosques as well as 
Buddhist and Hindu temples and various other sacred sites. 
Whether NPS takes this stance or not, historic preservation’s inherent 
neutralist ideology will continue to be a point of contention with each case heard by 
the United States Congress and Supreme Court. Unfortunately, these decisions are 
subject to a slow case-by-case evolution of precedent interpretation that marks the 
judicial review process, when already existing preservation law and policy could be 
activated and reformed to take a strong policy stance on the issue in regard to 
officially designated historic properties. Lack of such legal standing drives our 







depend exclusively on fundraising, charity, and philanthropy for essential financial 
support. 
  As a professional field with a government bureaucracy at the federal, state, 
and local levels, preservation has already fundamentally broken a strict separation of 
church and state interpretation of the Establishment Clause by funding the restoration 
of certain historic religious sites. NPS and the SHPOs, in particular, must continue to 
move forward with the secular agenda of providing multiple perspectives within our 
country’s history. Inclusion of pluralism as a definitive form of diversity should be 
achieved by advocating a neutralist preservation perspective. 
Separationists may continue to make efforts to prevent government 
expenditure on the rehabilitation and conservation of our country’s historic sacred 
places. Yet, the partnership and collaborative effort of the stewards of these sites and 
the preservation bureaucracy can gain support for neutralist funding. Effective policy 
and law can guide and assist effective stewardship to ensure viable preservation of 
our country’s historic religious properties, the heritage they represent, and the secular 












Figure 28: Detailed interior image of a stain glass window inside St. Mary’s 








APPENDIX A: Supporting Policy and Legal Documentation 
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APPENDIX B: St. Mary’s Spiritual Center and Historic Site  

























      
*Note that no subsidized public funding was used for the main renovation of the chapel, as 







APPENDIX C: Jewish Museum of Maryland  























































C-4: The Synagogue Speaks Exhibition Panel Demonstrating Funders 
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